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Content
 A chart of the month section includes a topical view, often
contrarian in nature and intended to provide some lateral
thinking, be it stock, bond, currency, commodity, property or
an economic statistic.
 Comment on the main economic data of the month, such as
the latest GDP, CPI inflation and housing data, supported by
an interesting chart of it.
 There is also a collectives corner section, which provides
performance statistics for 28 major mutual fund sectors
covering the year to date performance returns plus those for
1,3 and 5-year periods and since January 2000, the date on
which many markets topped in real terms. An investment
timing chart for the month's winning sector is also included.

Subscribers will also receive complimentary editions of our
"knowledge sharing" features on a whole range of investment.
geo-political and socionomic issues.
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Chart of the month
"Turn-around" Tesla has reversed the $US100m per week burn-rate at its
darkest point last year, to become the most profitable sedan manufacturer in
North America by the year end, producing 4,700 Model 3s each week against
the few hundred per week of a year ago. The company is now capitalised as
the 4th largest in the world and the first major American carmaker to emerge
in nearly a century:

The difficulties facing the global auto sector due to overcapacity issues and
more, were reiterated this month, as the UK and the wider EU showed slower
sales for many consecutive months. For Tesla, it was only last March that
credit-agency, Moody’s, downgraded its unsecured debt to junk, when CEO
Elon Musk said the company was within weeks of running out of money.
Tesla's story demonstrates however, that the right product at the right time
can provide winners, although hard work, risk and a bit of luck are added
ingredients. Tesla sold its 500,000th car in the final weeks of 2018,a
milestone that took 10 years to achieve. If the company maintains its current
pace, the next half-million car deliveries will take about 15 months and would
make Tesla the first automaker in the world to sell 1m electric vehicles
according to a Bloomberg report..

Economic snapshot of the month
The OECD revised economic growth lower for the largest economies,
including the US. As can be seen below, the three major blocks have actually
been trending sideways to lower over this decade:
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If your requirement is for analysis and forecasts different than the
above, such as commodities and/or currency forecasts then please
provide feed back here and we will respond.

Collectives Corner
The investment return from the main investment areas, courtesy of
the UK based Investment Management Association and
ShareScope are as follows:

The table covers year to date, I, 3 and 5 year returns plus returns
since the start of 2000, when the secular bear market in many
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stock-indices’ began in real terms. The year to date winner
changed to the IMA Sector N.American Sm Cos, higher by 6.5%
in January, whilst gaining 13.8% over the year to date.
When observing the 1 year daily chart we note the following: The price remains on a BUY from the 14th January signal.
 Price is above the MAs, with a "Golden Cross," bullish.


The two momentum indicators have rolled-over, uncertain.

If your requirement is for analysis of a particular collective fund or
from an international database then please provide feed back here
and we will respond

Material contained within this website is for general information purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon
by individual readers in making (or refraining from making) any specific investment decision. Investmentmatters.club
and its staff do not accept any liability for any loss suffered by any user as a result of any such decision. Please note
that the prices of investments can rise and fall sharply and you may not get back the money you originally invested,
particularly where these investments are leveraged.
The views and recommendations within this website are based on information from a variety of sources. Although
these are believed to be reliable, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information herein.
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